A note from author

Rafi Mittlefehldt
It Looks Like This began with its main character, Mike, and
the story grew from him. I imagined a quiet, unassuming
teen, full of self-doubt. What would it look like to watch him
right at the moment he starts figuring himself out? I wanted
to give him the “burden” of having to be himself and let him
navigate that as best he could.
I think everybody has a bit of Mike in them. Even the most
confident kids, even the ones lucky enough not to need to hide
their sexuality, have moments of insecurity. At some point,
everyone thinks about how much easier it would be just to lie
low. But eventually hiding becomes unsustainable.
I’m fascinated by the coming out process, in part because it’s
unpredictable. There are so many hidden variables; sometimes the person you expect to come out early takes the longest — or the other way around. I know from
my own experience that it can be just as hard to anticipate how friends and family (and enemies!) will
react, and those reactions come with their own aftermath. This effect that other people have is an especially personal point for me; it makes me angry to think of LGBT people wasting years of their lives in
hiding because other people prefer them that way.
It Looks Like This has a lot of that going on, but coming out is only part of the story. It’s about first
love, and loss, and how those encounters shape a teen’s perception of who he is and how ready he is to
let that be. Mike is an introvert being raised in a hostile environment; he has every reason to hide, but
grapples with forces that make that impossible. I wanted to see what it would take for someone who is
so very inclined not to rock the boat to accept that he must. And almost as much, I wanted to see what it
would look like for the people in Mike’s life — many of whom want nothing more than for him to stay
closeted — to confront the idea of a fifteen-year-old boy being who he is, rather than who they think he
should be.
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